Steam and Gas Turbine Actuator Repairs
CFI provides repairs for steam turbine actuators, Y&F actuators, and Woodward actuators. We maintain a full inventory of rod and barrel stock, including stainless steel rod stock, and all replacement components meet or exceed OEM standards. Testing is based on the real world operating conditions of the item being repaired. We are devoted to delivering repaired items in a prompt and timely manner, and we will work with you on your shut down requirements and offer rush repairs when necessary.

CFI Offers:
- Experienced Technicians
- Complete Machine Shop
- Repair Turnaround to Customer Needs
- In Depth Reporting
- High Quality Raw Materials
- New Tie Rods on Cylinder Repairs
- Thorough Testing
- Field Service

Complete Repairs & Rebuilds for Power Generation Actuators

Your job is power generation, our job is to get you the necessary equipment, whatever it takes.

Full Service Repairs and the CFI Advantage
At CFI we take pride in our repairs, and we will work to ensure that all items leaving our facility are repaired to original factory standards. Thorough testing and reporting ensures that an item is completely repaired. If we do not have a part on hand or we encounter an unforeseen problem, we will adapt, learn, and do whatever it takes to make sure that repairs are completed promptly and completely.

Commitment to Full Service

A power generation customer sent CFI an actuator for an A6 turbine for standard repairs and maintenance. Upon inspection, we found a critical issue unknown to the customer within the turbine. A large spring meant as a safety system had shattered. CFI quickly worked to source a shop that could fabricate a replacement spring and fully repair the turbine to factory standards.
Moog Quality

Moog Authorized Distributor

CFI is the largest Moog Industrial Distributor in North America, and we will facilitate your Moog factory repair ensuring:

- Original Factory Parts
- Factory Warranty
- Repaired to original factory specifications
- Upgraded to current parts and specifications
- Factory failure analysis and evaluations are available

Moog Authorized Integrator

CFI is an authorized integrator for Moog Industrial. We integrate Moog actuators to Fisher process valves for the power generation industry.

Fluid Conditioning Solutions for Power Generation

In order to keep hydraulic devices functioning properly, CFI applies our knowledge of fluid conditioning and filtration to service our Power Generation customers. We upgrade existing hydraulic and lube filter elements to the latest generation Dualglass for cleaner fluid and improved performance. In addition, our varnish removal solutions will eliminate soluble contamination and reduce fluid maintenance requirements.

Maintain Hydraulic Efficiency With:

- Varnish Removal
- Sludge Removal
- Acid Removal
- Dehydration
- Particle Count Reduction

Prevent hydraulic failures and increase efficiency with CFI’s fluid conditioning expertise.